Monte-Carlo simulation of exciton migration in doping systems
Exciton migration process was portrayed with Monte-Carlo method, performed with C+ language and visualized with MATLAB software package.
Two models were established to describe the different exciton migration processes in the doping systems without or with exciton traps, corresponding to NPB:PO-01 and TAPC:PO-01 systems, respectively. A matrix was firstly constructed with two kinds of points, representing host and dopant molecules. For the next step of exciton migration, the probabilities of these two points were 0.95 and 0.05, respectively, corresponding to host and dopant concentrations. The situation of NPB:PO-01 can be simplified as: i) if present point is host, exciton can migrate with probability of 1 (case 1); ii) if present point is dopant, exciton can migrate or deexcitation with probability of 0.5 (case 2 and 3). While, for TAPC:PO-01, in the case of host as present point, exciton can migrate with probability of 1 (case 4); in the case of dopant as present point, i) if next point is host, exciton can deexcitation with probability of 1 (case 5); ii) if next point is dopant, exciton can migrate or deexcitation with probability of 0.5 (case 6 and case 7).
So, for NPB:PO-01 simulation, we generate a random number R(0,1) in the range of 0 to 1.
(1) If 0<R<0.05, point is dopant; if 0.05<R<1, point is host.
(2) If 0.05<R<1, the migration went to case 1; If 0<R<0.05, another random number R'(0,1) between 0 and 1 was generated:
If 0<R'<0.5, the migration went to case 2; If 0.5<R'<1, the migration went to case 3.
While, for TAPC:PO-01 simulation, two random number R1 and R2 were also generated firstly, corresponding to present and next points.
(1) If 0.05<R1<1, the migration went to case 4; (2) If 0<R1<0.05 and 0.05<R2<1, the migration went to case 5; If 0<R1,R2<0.05, another random number R'(0,1) between 0 and 1 was generated:
If 0<R'<0.5, the migration went to case 6; If 0.5<R'<1, the migration went to case 7.
Then, a random-walk model was adopted to define exciton migration process. On account of space symmetry and migration randomness, the migration process in 3D space can be simplified to two dimensions in a form of grid, in which each molecule is a nodal point with coordinates of (x, y). In this case, exciton migration process can correspond to coordinates of the finally located molecule. We assumed that exciton can migrate to the nearest neighboring molecule. Therefore, when setting the starting point at (0, 0), each migration step rendered the 1 unit variation of coordinates. Taking account of random migration for each step, coordinate variation at each step, D, can be:
(1, 0) case 8 with 1/4 probability (-1, 0) case 9 with 1/4 probability (0, 1) case 10 with 1/4 probability D = (0, -1) case 11 with 1/4 probability Then, the final location of exciton after N steps is
The criteria for exciton migration were defined:
(1) For each step, we generate a random number R''(0,1) in the range of 0 to 1. (3) The simulation was repeated for 10 6 times for each system to obtain big enough datasets for statistics and better approximate actual situations. 
